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Abstract
We experimentally investigate the impact of information sharing
in a common pool resource game.

More precisely, we test whether

the voluntary disclosure of the decision by a player has a positive impact on the extraction level exhibited by the group compared to the
level observed when decisions are compulsory disclosed.
an experiment composed by three treatments:

We design

a mandatory disclo-

sure treatment and two treatments where players are free to choose
whether or not to disclose their decisions.

The latter dier by the

degree of freedom given to players. In the treatment  Voluntary Free
Disclosure players are also free to choose the extraction level that is
displayed, while in the treatment  Voluntary Binary Disclosure if the
player discloses h(is)er decision the value displayed is the eective extraction level. We observe that the voluntary disclosure has a positive
eect in the social dilemma, measured by lower average extraction levels. However the disclosure mechanism should not allow to self-declare
extraction: here it reveals a large tendency to lie leading to an increase
in extraction.
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1

Introduction

In recent years, the use of collective resources, whatever their form of appropriation, has been transformed by new technics of information sharing.
Indeed it is now possible for consumers to declare or make public their consumption in real-time so that there is a possibility for others to adapt or
for public service to provide more resource at certain time. For example, it
has become very common for the general public in the electricity provision
case: a permanent surveillance is nowadays introduced in many countries.
The initial aim is not to change behaviors but to integrate the consumption
within the smart grid, so that a decentralized production of electricity can
t the demand more precisely. In the case of the use of water, many communities tend to coordinate by asking members to declare their intake: here the
aim is to see others adapt to the global extraction. In South-West France,
for instance, the local water management company (CACG) is introducing
a system of remote reading for irrigation water consumption. This system
allows the company to have a more precise and timely information about the
irrigators' water consumption with a double objective of an improved eectiveness in the water allocation and a stricter control on the respect of the
quotas allocated to the users in the respect of the environment. Two regimes
are being introduced following the location of the irrigators in the area under
the jurisdiction of CACG: a compulsory introduction of the remote reading
system and a system based on the choice of the irrigator.

In this second

case, water users can either decide to accept the instalment of the remote
reading system or refuse it. It is not so clear, however, how individuals use
the information that circulates about the complex system of resource that
they depend on.
This has led to a specic interest for the role of voluntary information
sharing in experimental literature dealing with social dilemma (Dawes 1980),
with the notion of social norms of behaviors that could emerge through imitation (Goldstein et al. 2008). Indeed, the modication of behavior that can
take place thanks to the sharing of information could be used not just to
better provide resource, but also to better coordinate and restraint its use.
In particular, studies are based on the observation that individuals are in majority conditional cooperators and that they care a great deal about others'
behavior while choosing their own actions (Janssen et al. 2010). However,
there is to date no denitive and univocal answer to the question on which
structure of information circulation can enhance the apparition of pro-social
behaviors for example, the heterogeneity of initial behaviors can create a
counter eect (called boomerang eect) that creates a collective increase of
the resource use (Ostrom & Walker 2003).
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Recent experimental ndings show that voluntary disclosure of information can have a positive impact on cooperative behavior in a context of resource provision (Kreitmair 2015). However, this original research has never
been applied to an extraction context, where the pro-social behavior is not
dened as the provision of a larger share of a private endowment but rather
as the avoidance of overexploitation by choosing a reasonable extraction of
the shared resource. Considering the importance of framing on the behaviors observed in public good experiments (Willinger & Ziegelmeyer 1999), it
seems necessary for us to adapt the structure of the game that we test in an
experiment to our practical questions.
In the type of setting we think about, the organization of information
sharing, be it voluntary or not, can be based on dierent protocols that can
result in very dierent costs of implementation, and this is why, as Kreitmair
(2015) does, we test several ways to disclose information in our protocol
and in particular we add one technic of disclosure that would be the least
costly in terms of ability to measure the extraction: self-declaration. Contrary to Kreitmair (2015) who wonders how much agents try to induce others
in well-behaving through signaling, encouraging reciprocity, our protocol relies on the assumption of reinforced commitment in action (Becker 1960):
participants who commit to disclose their information might be more willing to behave cooperatively regarding the group after they accept to display
their information. This is why we test three behavioral information sharing
devices in the case of the consumption of a common resource (extraction),
where subjects in experiments are more or less constrained in their disclosure, and observe the eect of the device on resource use. We produce three
treatments:

Mandatory Disclosure (MD)

: subjects are informed of each extraction

decision made by the other members of their group. This implies that
information is compulsorily made available by the agency to all the
subjects.

Voluntary Binary Disclosure (VBD)

: subjects must decide whether or

not they want to share the information about how much they extract
from the common resource.

If they choose to share, the information

shared will correspond to the real one. This implies that the agency
has full knowledge of the extractions, and will provide this information
to all once the subjects allow it.

Voluntary Free Disclosure (VFD)

: like in the previous device, subjects

can choose whether or not to share information about resource extraction. However, subjects that decide here to share must also provide the
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amount extracted. This implies that a) the agency does not know the
extraction levels, and b) subjects can trick in a strategic way, indicating
false extraction levels.
Results show that mandatory disclosure is the set-up conducting to the
higher extraction level (consistent with previous studies by Villena & Zecchetto (2011)), while voluntary binary disclosure is the information sharing
set-up conducting to the lower extraction level. In our setting, we add one
more degree of freedom with the VFD, and observe that the subjects actually did use this freedom to be more strategic. This is indeed the clearest
result of our experiments:

we allow subjects to lie in terms of extraction

declarations, and this induces more free-riding and a level of extraction close
to the mandatory disclosure set-up.

In fact the VFD protocol shows the

appearance of two types of free-riders: those who do not share information
and those who share false information, the latter extracting even more than
those who do not share.
The paper is organized as follows: a literature review about information
sharing and social dilemmas is provided in Section 2. Section 3 is dedicated
to explain the experimental design and our conjectures, Section 4 to the lab
results, which are discussed in Section 5.

2

Information sharing and social dilemmas

The use of renewable resources is often modeled as social dilemma around a
CPR, be it a provision model or an extraction model, expressing the tensions
between individual and collective interests in a group (Gardner & Walker
1990, Apesteguia & Maier-Rigaud 2006). It has been shown that coordination
around these resources is not trivial for groups of individuals, who tend to
destroy the resource (Olson 1965, Hardin 1968), although many examples of
long-term sustainable use can also be found (Ostrom 1990).
This is why lab experiments have been designed to study more precisely
the factors that can inuence the behavior of individuals in social dilemma
situations. In the seminal paper by Walker et al. (1990) it is revealed that
subjects tend to indeed overexploit when they are in a situation where they
alone face an abstract social dilemma. However, several factors can increase
trust in the group, and thus have been shown to help establish more cooperation, such as the sharing of information, communication, framing of the
context (Ostrom 2010, Poteete et al. 2010, Janssen 2013). The information
sharing issue is particularly studied experimentally but its eects on subjects'
choices when facing social dilemmas are not easy to generalize. Generally this
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information can be the payo or the behavior of others, in an aggregate form,
as a distribution of behavior or related to each precise individual.
Some experimental results show that the addition of information about
other's payo in a situation of extraction does not improve the resource use:
knowing about other's payo, subjects still overexploit (Apesteguia 2006).
The main impact of the sharing of information is the reduction of the learning eect, which make subjects' behavior converge quicker.

In Villena &

Zecchetto (2011), it is however shown that some individual learning eect
can take place that leads subjects to Nash (overexploitation) quicker when
information about payos is shared.

And this is in line with Huck et al.

(2017), who show the same feature for a game that puts subjects in a longrun context (subjects must take short-term choices -8s/period- for 600 repeated interactions) where they know the other agents' payos and eorts.
It has even shown that the type of information about others (payos vs
contributions in a provision game) changes the impact of the information
on subjects' cooperation attitude (reduced vs increased cooperation) (Nikiforakis 2010). In a dierent setting, it has been shown that when subjects are
in an asymmetric situation, the addition of information does not necessarily
improve the eciency of the collective behavior, but reduces inequality of
payo among subjects (Pfa et al. 2013). In a two-step game, reducing the
asymmetry of information about the resource state can improve eciency
(reduce overexploitation) (Espinola-Arredondo & Munoz-Garcia 2011).
All these former experiments were conducted in a context where information was not voluntarily provided by subjects. In a study about public
good contribution, Kreitmair (2015) shows that individuals tend to disclose
their contribution information when given the opportunity, and that voluntarily revealed contributions are signicantly higher that contributions under
mandatory disclosure. In her paper, there are three dierent treatments on
top of the basic treatment without contribution disclosure: (i) mandatory,
(ii) choose to reveal ex-post, (iii) engage ex-ante to reveal the contribution,
which is then revealed after the choice. In this setting, a certain share of subjects does choose to communicate their information and this leads to a slight
increase in cooperation. The third treatment, where participants declare in
advance that they will reveal their contribution, and thus try to induce others to well-behave through signaling, does not change results in a signicant
way, but reduces the boomerang eect. As in our case, Kreitmair (2015)'s
setting can be seen as a double social dilemma, one about resource provision
and one about information sharing, and seems to show that the introduction of this second dilemma has a positive impact on the rst. This can be
related to the idea of commitment in action (Becker 1960): after displaying
a certain type of behavior, individuals feel committed to the kind of person
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they think would do this action, and thus feel bound to their rst behavior.
Our idea was that people choosing to reveal contribution before acting (prosocial behavior) commit towards others and are pushed to behave again in a
pro-social manner.
We also test this hypothesis about the inuence of voluntary disclosure
of information on social dilemmas in an extraction context.

This, to the

best of our knowledge, has never been explored so far. We also change a bit
the information-sharing dilemma by introducing a dierent option.

In the

Kreitmair (2015)'s experiment, voluntary provision is binary: subjects either
reveal (true) information or not.

We do not explore the situation where

individuals can declare ex-ante that they will disclose their behavior, but in
one treatment we let them choose the amount they declare, our hypothesis
being that adding one more degree of freedom to their engagement will make
them even more cooperative.

3

Experimental design and conjectures

3.1

Experimental game

In a Common Pool Resource game (thereafter CPR), each player
of

N

players can extract from

yi = 0

to

yi = E

i in a group

tokens from a common

N × E tokens. For each extracted token, player i
3 ECUs1 , but it creates a negative externality for each one of the other
group members. In our experimental game the payo function of player i is
P
2
given by πi (yi , Y ) = 3yi −0.01875Y where Y =
i yi and yi is the individual
amount extracted by player i.
resource that contains
earns

To avoid corner solutions, we adapt an existing model (Cox et al. 2013)
by transforming the linear payo functions into a quadratic one. Figure 1
shows, on the left, that (i) whatever the amount extracted by the other group
members player

i

has a higher payo when (s)he extracts the maximum 10,

and (ii) that whatever the amount extracted by

i her payo is higher when the

other group members do no extract any amount from the common resource.
In other words, the dominant strategy is to extract the maximum possible
(10). On the right side the gure shows the evolution of the collective payo,
computed as the sum of individual payos, depending on the total amount
extracted by the group. As it can be seen from the graph, the social optimum
refers to a global extraction of 20 tokens, with a symmetric issue where each
player extracts exactly ve tokens. The game is therefore a social dilemma,
where individual and collective interests are divergent.

1 Experimental Currency Unit
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Figure 1: The game of our experiment

3.2

Treatments

We run three treatments, in which the game is identical in terms of parameters but diers by the nature and quantity of information provided to
decision makers (Table 1). The game played is the one described in the previous section, with xed groups of size 4 randomly formed at the beginning
of the experiment. In the group each player is player A and the other group
members are players B, C, and D. These id are unchanged during the 20
repetitions of the game. Each of the 20 periods of the game is divided into
two or three steps depending on the treatment: (i) a step where players decide how much they extract from the CPR, (ii) a step where players decide
whether or not they want to inform the other members of their group about
their extraction decision, and (iii) the summary of the period.

From each

of the corresponding screen players can access a history screen that displays
the informations about past periods (decisions, payos and so on). The rest
of the subsection is dedicated to a more precise description of each of the
implemented treatment.

Mandatory Disclosure (MD)
This is our baseline treatment. In this treatment players are informed of each
extraction decision made by the other members of their group, besides its id
(B, C or D). This information is given in the summary, so that there are only
two steps in this treatment (extraction decision and summary).
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Voluntary Binary Disclosure (VBD)
In this treatment each player must decide, in the second step of the period,
whether (s)he wants or not to share the information about how much she
extracted from the common resource in step 1. If she does, her extraction
decision is displayed in the summary screen of each member of her group
besides her id.

Conversely, if she refuses the information is not displayed.

Compared to treatment MD the player chooses whether her extraction decision is displayed or not on the screen of her group members.

Voluntary Free Disclosure (VFD)
As in treatment VBD the player has to decide whether she shares or not the
information about her extraction level. The dierence is however that if the
player decides to share her extraction decision with the other group members
then she must also enter the value that will be displayed. In other words,
compared to MD or VBD, the player is free to choose the extraction level
that is displayed on the others' screen, meaning that she has the possibility
to lie by entering a value dierent from her eective decision.

Table 1: Overview of treatments
Treatment

3.3

Nb. of
periods

Group size

Voluntary

Choice of

information sharing

declaration
No

MD

20

4

No

VBD

20

4

Yes

No

VFD

20

4

Yes

Yes

Practical procedure

The experiment took place at the experimental economics lab of Montpellier
(LEEM) in France. A total of 104 subjects participated in the experiment,
some students from various disciplines of the university randomly selected

2

from a subject pool of almost 5000 volunteers . We ensured that none had
previously participated to a common pool resource game. The experiment

3

was computerized, using the LE2M software . Terminals were separated by
lateral partitions to ensure complete anonymity.

Sessions lasted about an

hour and a half, including initial instruction and payments.

2 The pool of volunteers is handled with ORSEE (Greiner 2015)
3 LE2M is the software dedicated to economic experiments developed by the engineers
of the LEEM.
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3.4

Conjectures

We make our conjectures on the basis of the literature cited in Section 2.

Conjecture 1

: Voluntary disclosure of information will be chosen by agents.

Conjecture 2

: The voluntary disclosure of information increases the level

of cooperation among the group's members, which results in lower levels
of extraction of the CPR than the mandatory disclosure.

Conjecture 3

: When allowed to choose whether to disclose information or

not (VBD and VFD), free-riders will not share their extraction decision.
We build on the ndings of several experiments about CPR showing
that users of a CPR include  pure free-riders, conditional cooperators,
and  pure altruists (Ostrom et al. 1999), and want to nd a connection
between free-riding and information-sharing.

Conjecture 4

: The more freedom is given to agents in the disclosure of

their behavior, the more cooperative they behave.

4

Results
Table 2: Statistics
Av. Extraction

Av. Extraction

Av. Extraction

Period 1

Periods 1-10

Periods 1-20

8

8.06

9.00

9.23

VBD

9

7.31

7.84

8.35

VFD

9

8.03

8.26

8.66

Treatment

Nb of Groups

MD

Table 2 provides statistics about the average level of extraction depending
on the treatment and Figure 2 displays the evolution of the average extraction by treatment. Since the rst period of play, which is without any prior
information about the other members' behavior in the group, the VBD treatment leads to a lower average level of extraction compared to MD and VFD.
This initial eect is observed in the whole repetition, even if with the repetitions the three treatments converge in the average amount extracted in the
game. The increasing dynamic observed in the three treatments is typical in
this kind of game because the dominant strategy (maximum extraction) has
a powerful attraction force.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the average extraction

We now analyze the determinants of individual resource attraction. Let

yit

i at period t.
0 ≤ yit ≤ 10. We propose

the amount of extraction of player

left- and right-censored, i.e.

This amount is both
to study the dynamic

model for panel data given in (1) below

yit = ρyi,t−1 + x0 it b + µi + it ; i = 1, 2, . . . , N ; t = 1, 2, . . . , T
yi,t−1

where

is the extracted amount of player

i

at the previous period,

(1)

xit

corresponds to the whole set of explanatory variables including both timevariant variables (total amount of extraction at
player

i

t−1

of the group to which

belongs, decision-making time, information-related variables such

as dummy of information sharing, number of individuals who shared in the
previous period their extracted amounts) and time-invariant variables (treatment dummy variables). The dynamic structure of the model allows us to
account for persistence in individual decisions over time. The error term is
composed of two parts, an idiosyncratic error
eect

it

and an individual-specic

µi .

The dynamic structure is at the origin of the well-known problem of initial observations in econometrics, leading to the inconsistency of traditional
estimators. Following Wooldridge (2005), this problem can be xed by specifying a more general model where

µi

are dened as correlated random eects
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with the following assumption:

µi |yi1 , zi ∼ N (α0 + α1 yi1 + z 0 i γ, σµ2 ).

(2)

This assumption appears to be general enough as it suggests that individualspecic eect depends not only on the initial attracted amount
a set of values of explanatory variables (zi

≡ (xi1 , . . . , xiT )).

yi1 but also on

The model with

assumption given in (2) corresponds therefore to a dynamic Tobit model for
panel data with correlated random eects. Estimation of the latter model,
compared to the original model in (1), implies two additional sets of variables:
initial decision (yi1 ) and a set of auxiliary variables (zi ). A likelihood-ratio
(LR) test is performed to compare model (1) to the model with the general
assumption in (2). The null hypothesis corresponds to

α1 = γ = 0.

For the

whole sample (all treatments included), the test statistic is 275.93 and the

p-value of the chi-squared distribution with 58 degrees of freedom is almost 0,
leading to the rejection of the model given in (1) in favor of the dynamic Tobit
model with correlated random eects. This test shows the importance of the
initial observation problem which has to be controlled for. The signicance
(at the 10% level) of this coecient (α1 , Table 3) provides an illustration of
this result.
Table 3 also reports estimation results for other coecients. We observe
that subjects are sensitive in a positive way to the total amount extracted
by their group in the previous period. In other words, this result reveals the
existence of a positive externality in an individual's decision with respect to
her group. Moreover, an increase in the decision-making time can reduce the
individual amount of resource attraction, suggesting that decision-making
time was used to resource protection.

The positive and signicant coe-

cient of time trend shows the upward trend in individual resource attraction.
Finally, it is shown that both treatments, VBD and VFD, lead to a lower
extraction level when compared to the reference treatment (MD) thanks to
their negative coecients. The coecient of VBD seems to be higher than
that of VFD. However, this dierence is not signicant at the 5% level as a
chi-squared test does not reject the equality between the two coecients (i.e.
2
the χ statistic is equal to 0.10, with a p-value of 0.755).
Figure 3 reports for both treatments with voluntary sharing (VBD and
VFD), the dynamic over twenty periods of the average amount extracted by
those who share and by those who don't. The rst observable fact is that
players who voluntarily share their decision with their group members, at
least in the rst periods, extract less than those who do not disclose their decision, and this dierence is larger in VBD than in VFD (Wilcoxon bilateral
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Table 3: Estimation results, whole sample

Variable

Coecient

Standard errors

Initial individual decision

0.178*

0.095

Individual decision in previous period

0.006

0.061

Group decision in previous period

0.133**

0.030

Decision-making time

-0.049**

0.010

Treatment VBD

-1.830**

0.563

Treatment VFD

-2.171**

1.040

Time trend

0.163**

0.019

Intercept

-8.229

5.148

Log-likelihood

-2129.767

Wald test

χ2 (63),

for the model's signicance

902.19

Number of observations

1976

Number of individuals

104

Number of uncensored observations

672

Number of left-censored observations

26

Number of right-censored observations

1278

p-value=0

Notes: Regression of the dynamic Tobit model with correlated random eects with individual extraction
decision (yit ) as dependent variable. Regression also contains auxiliary regressors (zi ) but their coecients
(without much interest) are not reported here.

Figure 3: Average extraction depending on the sharing of information
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test VBD

p-value=0.109,

VFD

p-value=0.066).

The second seeable fact is

that those players who refuse to make public their decision extract a constant
amount during the whole game, while the other players increase the amount
extracted, as a response to observations, like conditional cooperators would
do. Once again it seems to be more remarkable in VBD than in VFD. Our
interpretation is that the VBD procedure is more discriminant: cooperators
voluntarily make their decision public, while free riders don't. This is not so
clear with the VFD procedure, as it will be discussed in the next paragraph.

Figure 4: Average extraction in treatment VFD depending on the sharing of
information and lying

Figure 4 reports the dynamic of the average amount extracted in the VFD
treatment depending on whether the subject lies or not. More precisely, blue
and magenta curves display the average extraction of players who voluntarily
share their extraction decision, with the magenta line referring to those who
then declare the true value of their extraction and the blue line to those who
don't. Clearly liars extract signicantly more than honest players (Wilcoxon

p-value=0.008),

and also more than those who refuse to make their decision

public, even if not statistically provable (Wilcoxon

p-value=0.260).

More-

over, as shown by the cyan curve, liars declared on average a value of extraction corresponding to the social optimum (5,
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p-value=0.515).

In other words,

letting players choose the value of extraction that will be displayed on others'
screen leads free riders to adopt a strategic behavior where they announce
a level of extraction equal to the social optimum but besides extract almost
the highest possible amount in order to maximize their individual payos.
This explains why in Figure 3 the extraction curve of those who share their
extraction decision is not so far from those who don't.
The last interesting trend shown in Figure 4 is the extraction behavior of
players that declare and do not lie: they start the session with a sensible lower
level of extraction but then act as conditional cooperators when observing
the other members of their group extracting more (and perhaps declaring a
much fewer amount if liars). Conversely, liars declare a progressively lower
level of extraction (sending a false signal to the other members of the group
maybe in an attempt to maintain their cooperative behavior) while keeping
a constant and extremely high real extraction level.
In order to identify the eects of specic explanatory variables (in particular those related to information sharing), estimation is implemented treatment by treatment. Tables 4-6 report estimation results of the same model
(dynamic Tobit with correlated random eects) for treatments MD, VBD,

4

and VFD, respectively .
Table 4 provides results for the subsample corresponding to the MD treatment. By denition, the set of explanatory variables does not contain any
information factors.

It is shown that results are similar to the case of the

whole sample as presented in Table 3. The models estimated with data under treatments VBD and VFD include some informational variables among
the set of explanatory variables. More precisely, for treatment VBD, we add
two dummy variables to indicate whether a player accepts to disclose her
extracted amount in the current and in the previous period ( Information
sharing, current period and  Information sharing, previous period ). There
is another additional variable, corresponding to the number of members in
the group who choose to disclose their individual decision.

Regarding the

VFD treatment, as players can release a wrong information, there are three
possible situations (each of them correspond to a dummy variable): (i) there
is no release of information (the reference) (ii) information is wrongly released ( Information sharing & lying ), and (iii) information is truly released
( Information sharing & non-lying ). We add the present and the past value
for the latter two dummies. Finally, the set of regressors for the VFD treat-

4 As for the case of the whole sample, we perform a LR test to compare the models
without and with correlated random eects (i.e. null hypothesis

α1 = γ = 0)

for each of

the three treatments. The result is unambiguously in favor of the dynamic Tobit model
with correlated random eects (test statistic is 61.051, 93.543, and 90.688 with a
close to zero for treatment MD, VBD, and VFD, respectively).
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p-value

ment also includes, as in the VBD treatment, the number of members in the
group who choose to disclose their individual decisions.

Table 4: Estimation results, treatment MD
Variable

Coecient

Standard errors

Initial individual decision

0.059

0.253

Individual decision in previous period

0.260*

0.140

Group decision in previous period

0.189**

0.068

Decision-making time

-0.049**

0.018

Time trend

0.133**

0.044

Intercept

-10.860

14.438

Log-likelihood

-470.060

Wald test

χ2 (23),

for the model's signicance

165.15

Number of observations

608

Number of individuals

32

Number of uncensored observations

133

Number of left-censored observations

2

Number of right-censored observations

473

p-value=0

Table 5: Estimation results, treatment VBD
Variable

Coecient

Initial individual decision

0.476**

Standard errors
0.141

Individual decision in previous period

0.217**

0.106

Group decision in previous period

0.065*

0.037

Decision-making time

-0.059**

0.014

Time trend

0.175**

0.029

Information sharing, current period

4.629

3.384

Information sharing, previous period

-3.382**

1.549

Information sharing, number of members in the group

0.013

0.247

Intercept
Log-likelihood
Wald test

χ2 (27),

-783.552
for the model's signicance

534.49

Number of observations

684

Number of individuals

36

Number of uncensored observations

270

Number of left-censored observations

20

Number of right-censored observations

394

p-value=0

It should be noted that including the decision to share information may
create an estimation bias, especially when using data corresponding to treatments VBD and VFD. Indeed, an individual can simultaneously make several
decisions about (i) the resource amount (s)he wants to attract, (ii) sharing
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Table 6: Estimation results, treatment VFD
Variable

Coecient

Standard errors

Initial individual decision

-0.119

0.126

Individual decision in previous period

-0.333**

0.133

Group decision in previous period

0.178**

0.061

Decision-making time

-0.073**

0.021

Time trend

0.139**

0.056

Information sharing & lying, current period

4.530

3.855

Information sharing & non-lying, current period

8.347

5.276

Information sharing & lying, previous period

-2.188

1.748

Information sharing & non-lying, previous period

-4.731*

2.694

Information sharing, number of members in the group

-0.180

0.289

Intercept

-14.047**

4.576

Log-likelihood
Wald test

χ2 (30),

-823.005
for the model's signicance

345.13

Number of observations

684

Number of individuals

36

Number of uncensored observations

269

Number of left-censored observations

4

Number of right-censored observations

411

p-value=0

or not sharing this information to her group (in the VBD treatment), (iii)
not sharing this information, sharing this information, or sharing a wrong
information (in the VFD treatment). This phenomenon urges us to consider
the corresponding explanatory variables as endogenous regressors (i.e. variable  Information sharing, current period for the VBD treatment, on the
one hand, and variables  Information sharing & lying, current period and
 Information sharing & non-lying, current period for the VFD treatment,
on the other hand). For this purpose, we apply the control function approach
proposed by Wooldridge (2014), which is particularly suitable for nonlinear

5

models such as our Tobit model with correlated random eects . Tables 5

5 The control function approach of Wooldridge (2014), consisting in a two-step estimation, is relatively simple to implement. At the rst step, a probit model for the endogenous
regressor is estimated in order to obtain a generalized residuals. The second step corresponds to the estimation of the usual nonlinear model (i.e. Tobit model with correlated
random eects) with the previously computed generalized residuals as an additional regres-

z -test
z -statistic

sor. See Wooldridge (2014) for more computational details. Finally, we perform a
for the signicance of these generalized residuals. For the VBD treatment, the
is -2.08, while for the VFD treatment, the

z -statistic

is -1.20 for the rst generalized

residuals (corresponding to  Information sharing & lying ) and -1.97 for the second generalized residuals ( Information sharing & non-lying ). This result implies the signicance
of generalized residuals in the nonlinear regressions, therefore supporting the control for
endogeneity of information sharing when using data under the VBD and VFD treatments.
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and 6 provide estimation results which account for this endogeneity bias. It
is shown that the results are very similar for all the variables that are not
related to information (except individual decision in the previous period):
variables  Group decision in previous period ,  Decision-making time , and
 Time trend are statistically signicant and of the same sign.

Regarding

individual decision in the previous period, the eect diers between treatments: it is positive in the MD and VBD treatments whereas the sign is
negative in the VFD treatment. Tables 5 and 6 also conrm the visual observable trends shown in the gures. Table 5 shows that in treatment VBD
subjects extract signicantly less when they decide to release information
in the previous round. Conversely, we do not nd a signicant correlation
between the level of individual extraction and the number of members of the
group who release information at the previous round. Table 6 shows that in
treatment VFD, allowing players to lie when declaring the extracted amount,
subjects extract signicantly less (at the 10% level) when they release information and do not lie in the previous round (as previously observed from
the plots).

Conversely, no signicant relation is found either between the

individual extraction level and the decisions to disclose it at time

t

(lying or

not), or between the extraction level and the decision to disclose but lying it
at time

5

t − 1.

Discussion

Information sharing and voluntary provision by CPR users is a controversial
issue in real life situations, and the availability of relatively cheap information
systems such as connected consumption gauges, cable or wi networks to
transfer data, computerized databases, etc. make it possible today to put in
place a system where both management agencies and CPR users are informed
in real time about the CPR situation and extractions.
Various devices and protocols allowing information sharing, including voluntary provision of information by CPR users, are possible and they have
dierent investment and operation costs.

Scholars have started to analyze

experimentally the eects of information sharing (voluntary or not) on CPR
use and dierent results have been shown, including the negative role of full
information about other subjects extractions and performances on CPR use
(Villena & Zecchetto 2011), and the positive role of voluntary disclosure of
contributions in a public good context (Kreitmair 2015). We wanted here to
explore the inuence of voluntary provision of information about extraction
by CPR users on their extraction behavior. In other words, we wanted to
observe if and how the introduction of a second social dilemma (do I share an
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information or not) had an inuence on the rst one represented by the CPR
context. Results show that the situation of full (compulsory) information is
the one conducting to the higher extraction level (consistent with previous
studies by Villena & Zecchetto (2011)).
The possibility given to users to choose whether to share information
with the other group members resulted in very dierent consequences on the
extraction behavior. If the choice is binary (no disclosure vs disclosure of the
real extraction level), it conducts to the lower average extraction level. This
is perfectly in line with the ndings of Kreitmair (2015), who was dealing
with Public Good rather than CPR. However, if users are free to disclose the
level of their extraction when deciding to share information, then strategic
behaviors appear: free-riders abuse the information system by disclosing a
false extraction, much lower than their actual decisions. In fact, the voluntary
free disclosure protocol revealed two types of free-riders: those who do not
share information and those who share false information, the latter extracting
even more than those who do not share.
Additionally, free riders in the VFD treatment send false signals to the
other users, which seem to behave as conditional cooperators. These signals
indicate that they  behave correctly , at a level of extraction close to the
social optimum and without inequalities between group members.

Condi-

tional cooperators reciprocate their extraction level in the rst periods of the
game and then  give-up , loose their trust, and increase substantially their
extraction until a level closer to the other treatments at the end of the game.
One hypothesis could be made that by adding a degree of freedom, we also
increased the boomerang eect: some individuals could lie without real negative intention, just as a try, and never do it again. However this action is
perceived by others who, as conditional cooperators, could choose to punish
others by free-riding themselves, and this could start an individualistic loop
without anyone really wanting it.
These results have clear policy implications, as in the real life information sharing protocols of the type voluntary binary disclosure imply that the
agency knows the extraction levels and this has a much higher cost, to be
compared with the cost of providing full information to all subjects.

The

advantage of the binary choice is in the incentive to cooperate coming from
the commitment into the process by the Common-Pool Resource users.
What is clear at this stage is that voluntary disclosure of information
cannot attain the double goal of contributing to a database and inducing a
better cooperation, at least not with the straightforward design we used. The
design that could improve the CPR use is a system of voluntary binary disclosure where the agency would support the cost of the collect of information.
It is thus necessary to evaluate the cost of this information sharing while
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comparing to other ways to preserve the resource at stake. Another way is
to share the cost of information gathering among users (for instance asking
them to pay, even partially, for the installation of the gauges when dealing
with water issues). These questions are policy and strategic choices for the
decision makers when an information sharing device must be implemented
for the management of a common-pool resource.
If our hypothesis about the boomerang eect holds, one can say that
the French state had a good idea when deciding for a pre-lled declaration
of revenue, in the regular public good game of tax payment that we all
play. In the document, most informations are already lled in, and provided
beforehand by banks and employers. It is still possible to cheat, but in a way
that is more cognitively costly, and which cannot be just a try or a mistake
since real values have to be replaced by fake ones. And this relies indeed on a
heavy information collection infrastructure, that is taken in charge by users.
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